What

the... ?!
We are happy that you want to take part in
our ‚Phrasenschwein‘ Challenge!


The idea is to get an insight in your current
coding level and also learn more about
how you code.

At first – 

keep calm and code on.
Our team works with TypeScript, so of course it would be nice if you solve the task with TypeScript.
However, if you currently feel more comfortable in another tech stack, feel free to use your favorite
technologies
Please invest a maximum of 4-6 hours. In that time it is probably not possible to solve the challenge
completely. Feel free to focus on the area you are most interested in - frontend or backend
What really counts for us is to understand your approach than to have the code completely finished. What
you couldn't finish, as well as any additional ideas, you can present to us in the upcoming code interview
Make your challenge results available to us via GitHub or similar, so that we can have a look at your
code. Otherwise, you can pack a zip file and send it to us at jobs@leanera.net.

What are we talking about - 

what is a ‚Phrasenschwein‘?
Do you know what a swear jar is? If so, then we don't have to
explain much to you.


Normally, a ‚Phrasenschwein‘ is a small analog piggy bank.
Every time a team member says a rather hackneyed phrase,
sentence or joke, he has to throw a few coins into the piggy
bank as a ‚punishment‘. Over time, a small amount of money
is collected in the piggy bank.


Your task will be to develop a digital version of such a
‚Phrasenschwein‘ or in English also known as kind of a 

‚Swear Jar‘ for our team.

Basic requirements 

of the LeanERA digital Phrasenschwein.
There is an input field where I can enter a name
There is an input field where I can enter the amount of the penalty - e.g. Florian has to pay 5€ for saying
something corny
This entered data has to be saved
There should be a public team overview /dashboard, where I can see who already had to pay how much penalty
The penalty is listed as a total amount - e.g. Florian has already 50€ penalty payments in total. The individual
penalty entries do not have to be listed one by one
If possible there is kind of a admin login where I can manage the penalties entries. So the admin can delete or
edit the total sum of a team member.

Bonus points and busy bees
We are happy especially about a good  
documentation, if possible also notes of your  
approach or previous considerations
If you have additonal ideas and enjoy the task,  
please feel free to add your own ‚Phrasenschwein‘ features
Our colleague Julia has provided you with our corporate  
design colors as well as a few graphics, which you are welcome to use.

Any questions?
Then please contact: 


Aline Kniestedt 

at: aline.kniestedt@leanera.net
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